Development of a skin for intuitive interaction with an assistive robot.
Assistive robots for persons with physical limitations need to interact with humans in a manner that is safe to the user and the environment. Early work in this field centered on task specific robots. Recent work has focused on the use of the MANUS ARM and the development of different interfaces. The most intuitive interaction with an object is through touch. By creating a skin for the robot arm which will directly control its movement compliance, we have developed a novel and intuitive method of interaction. This paper describes the development of a skin which acts as a switch. When activated through touch, the skin will put the arm into compliant mode allowing it to be moved to the desired location safely, and when released will put the robot into non-compliant mode thereby keeping it in place. We investigated four conductive materials and four insulators, selecting the best combination based on our design goals of the need for a continuous activation surface, the least amount of force required for skin activation, and the most consistent voltage change between the conductive surfaces measured during activation.